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Susanna Mittermaier worked with psychotherapy,
counselling and neuropsychological testing at the
Psychiatric Department at the University clinic in
Lund, Sweden and is the author of the #1
International Bestselling book, “Pragmatic
Psychology: Practical Tools for Being Crazy Happy.”
As a worldwide speaker, Susanna is a leader who
offers a new paradigm in psychology called
Pragmatic Psychology.  Susanna is also a trained
Access Consciousness Facilitator teaching her work
all over the world.  She has co-facilitated advanced
classes with Access Consciousness founder, Gary
Douglas. 
Susanna has been featured in magazines such as
Forbes, TV soap, Women’s Weekly, Empowerment
Channel Voice America, Om Times, Motherpedia,
Newstalk New Zealand and Holistic Bliss.  She has
been interviewed on multiple radio programs, has
hosted her own radio show and has been seen on
television as an expert guest.   
 
Pragmatic psychologist Susanna Mittermaier is
known for her revolutionary perspective on mental
illness and for inspiring people all over the world to
access the greatness they are beyond abuse and
disease. Susanna offers a different, healing
perspective on pain and suffering. She unveils
people’s sheer brilliance and guides others to see
problems and difficulties instead as possibilities and
potent choices. 
 
She lets the world know that depression, anxiety,
ADHD, autism and every other mental illness is a
capacity that has not been acknowledged and can
easily be turned into creating ones´ life greater than
can be imagined. 
 
Growing up in Vienna, Austria, she learned she had
an enormous capacity to facilitate lightness, joy and
ease in a unique and profoundly healing way.  
www.susannamittermaier.com 
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Book Bio 
Practical Tools For Being Crazy Happy
Everyone has at least one 'crazy'
person in their life, right (even if it's
ourselves!)? And there are a lot of
labels and diagnoses out there -
depression, anxiety, ADD, ADHD, bi-
polar, schizophrenia...What if there
was a different possibility with mental
illness - and what if change and
happiness were a totally available
reality?  
Susanna is a psychologist with an
amazing capacity to facilitate what this
reality often defines as crazy from a
totally different point of view - one of
possibility and ease. What if
everything is the opposite of what it
appears to be? What if you could
employ and enjoy your insanity (and
that of the people around you?) and
create more ease for you and others -
if you had the tools to change this
reality's point of view about mental
illness, would you use them?  
 
www.susannamittermaier.com
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TESTIMONIALS

As a mental health nurse and mother of an adult son with schizophrenia, this book has brought 

relief for us both. Susanna's familiarity with both traditional mental health treatments and 

cutting edge energetic processes allows her to bring an entirely new perspective to an arena 

commonly fraught with stigma, negativity, and even despair. She shifts the outlook from 

"problem" to "possibility" and shares her techniques to allow us to do the same. She presents it in 

an easy to understand style that is full of her usual lightness and joy! After reading it myself I 

gave to my son who devoured it from cover to cover. He told me he felt like it was written for him 

and has taken his personal journey of recovery on a new, more positive path. I can heartily 

recommend this book to all who crave a new approach to old problems. It's with a warning 

though- it may turn your assumptions upside down and perhaps even change your life! Thank- 

you Susanna!  -Christina Grant

One of my clients has a son who has been 
labeled since the day he came onto this earth I 
gave her the book and within days she 
returned the book and told me the book has 
changed her life and her view around her Son’s 
'labels'. Her Son has chosen to have his energy 
Bars run and he feels amazing, The Mom and 
her family have all started to use Questions and 
also the many tools that are contained in this 
beautiful book, thank you Susanna, I have 
Gratitude for you and this book I now see so 
much more 
Possibility and what else is possible? 
~Suzanne Cotts

"This book returns us to the basis
of psychology, the return of
knowing and awareness. If you
ever doubted yourself you will be
glad that you found this book." 
Gary Douglas, Founder of  
Access Consciousness® 

tWorking in the field of psychiatry I 

find that this book offers a brand new 

way of looking at fellow human 

beings with a psychiatric diagnose. 

Mittermaier's approach create 

possibilities and open up for amazing 

changes, not only for people we have 

decided have "disabilities" but for all 

of us. You can read about tools and 

stories from real life. You can go 

practice it immediately. Mittermaier 

is a great facilitator of her message. 

The first Psychology book where Joy 

and Energy is beaming out from 

between the lines! -Vianne

There's a label for
everything in today's world.
For any ill we have, there
must be a diagnosis, an
acronym, a medication.
We are addicted to having
answers, and sometimes
the answers lie within. This
thoughtful book helps us
ask ourselves questions
and gain a better
understanding from, as the
title says, a very pragmatic
approach. Susanna's book
will help you dig deep for
answers in an insightful
and enjoyable way. Stop
being just a label and learn
to embrace your own
journey with plenty of
happiness! - Mazie Martin



• How to Deal with Stress 
• Getting Free from Guilt 
• Ease with Family and Loved Ones 
• Relationships: Compromise or Choose What you Desire and
Deserve?  
• Receiving: Are You Always the Giver? How to Receive. 
• Mental Illness: An Undiscovered Superpower 
• Get Over Being Normal and Tap into the True Brilliance of You  
• If You Think you are Wrong, Could You Really Be Strong? 
• Using Your Genuine Difference to Be Irresistible  
• How to Get Out Of Your Own Way  
• Why it’s Okay to Be Different. 
• Turn Your Past and Problems Into Choice and Contribution to
Changing Your Life 
 
Other subjects addressing:  
Psychology, relationships, money, and the relationship with the
body. 
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ARTICLES & RADIO



In this year’s annual letter to shareholders, Amazon CEO, Jeff
Bezos outlined the importance of setting and maintaining high
standards in business. Obviously, if you are looking to produce
high-quality results it is vital to adhere to lofty personal and
professional standards. However, it is equally important to balance
these ideals and expectations with a pragmatic appreciation for
mistakes, misfortunes and miscalculations. If you tend to avoid life’s
inevitable errors—if you seek ‘perfection’—you may be limiting your
long-term potential, in business and in life. 
 
How do you know if you are a perfectionist? 
 
Although fundamentally based on a refusal to accept mistakes or
faults, perfectionism can present itself in many ways. For instance,
do you find projects difficult to start, or only begin something new
when you have all the elements finely organized and controlled? Do
you have an obsessive-like focus on details and find it hard to
complete tasks and projects because you get bogged down in
trying to perfect every element? Do you live with idealistic and
unrealistic standards of yourself, and of others? Are you extremely
critical of yourself? Do you find yourself constantly disappointed by
your colleagues, peers and business partners?



The perfectionist is desperately afraid of failure and this often leads
to an excessive focus on results. Instead of being ‘present’ with a
project—adaptable in approach and aware of when things need to
be changed—the perfectionist is more inflexible. Before starting any
project, they have already formed an ideal result in their imagination
and tend to focus with laser-like precision on that outcome, and that
outcome only. 
 
 
These traits can leave the perfectionist feeling burnt out, worthless,
stressed and over-burdened. Their minds are in constant motion
and it is very difficult for them to create any quiet space in their
thoughts. Perhaps it is little wonder that perfectionism has been
strongly linked to conditions such as depression, anxiety and eating
disorders. 
 
Perfection, judgement and limitation 
 
Ultimately, perfectionism is about judgement. In life, relationships
and business, we each have standards that we choose to adhere
to; some of these standards we have chosen for ourselves, but
many others are bestowed on us by family, peers and society. From
these standards, we learn to judge ourselves and our adherence to
these expectations: How did I perform? Where do I fit in the larger
scheme of things? How do I compare to others, and to my own
standards?



This desire to consistently meet arbitrary standards creates a very
limiting view of life. If you are a perfectionist, you will tend to worry
constantly about being ‘good’ enough or ‘right’ enough. You may
spend your time obsessing over events in the past (Was that good
enough? Did I say the right thing?) and projecting similar limiting
thoughts into your future (How can I get this right? What if I’m not
good enough?). 
 
Sadly, the constant focus on external influences—past, future and
others—ultimately limits the potential of the perfectionist. They drain
themselves of personal power and creativity, and limit their
possibilities to that which they can imagine and control. 
 
The one question that will change everything 
 
The climb out of perfectionism is three-fold: it involves awareness,
choice and questions. First, you must become aware of your
behavior, evaluate the impact it has on your world and see your life,
business and relationships with complete clarity. Next, it’s vital to
realize that perfectionism is something you are choosing for
yourself. This is a powerful step, as it allows you to understand that
you are ultimately in charge and that you can choose differently.
Finally, you can move out of the limiting perspective of
perfectionism by rejecting the need to find the ‘right’ answers and
start asking questions. 
 
Perfectionists often look for the ‘perfect’ solution to their
perfectionism—something that is profound, complex and all-
encompassing. However, in my experience, the most powerful
remedy to perfectionism is a simple question: What else is
possible? 



 
 
Although incredibly humble and generic, this question is a powerful
antidote for those who seek perfection: perfectionists are in a near-
constant state of looking for the ‘right’ answers and a question that
offers no conclusions—no guarantees—knocks them out of their
habitual thought patterns. What else is possible? is an unrestricted
query that frees you from the hamster wheel of your thoughts and
opens your mind to possibilities that you have not considered
before. 
 
Vitally, as this question opens your perception to more possibility,
you become better able to see where errors and mistakes are
assisting you—how these missteps can be guiding you to change
direction, or find better solutions. The ultimate irony of perfectionism
is that when you give up trying to be perfect, you enhance your
ability to become better. 
When you choose to chase perfection, you are actually choosing to
keep everything in your life, including your business, career and
relationships, limited and small. In your desire to fulfill the imagined
standards of your mind, you prevent what is truly possible—that
which is beyond your imagination—from coming to you. 
 
Instead of seeking perfection in life, I recommend that you strive to
have more fun. When your actions are creative and playful—when
you are driven by the process and not by the results—your world
will never be perfect … but it may, in the end, be far greater than
you could ever imagine. 
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Video Links
Losing Your Mind in 30 Minutes or Less 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdzDqBBJ7CE 
 
Out of the prison called anxiety! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOApapefd_I 

Inner Guidance Radio Show 
http://innerguidanceradio.com/radio/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdzDqBBJ7CE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOApapefd_I
http://innerguidanceradio.com/radio/
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Susanna Mittermaier 
Psychologist 
Founder of the revolutionary New Paradigm Pragmatic Psychology 
International Speaker 
International Best Selling Author 
Radio Show Host on one of Americas Leading Radio Stations 
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